If you like

GRACELING

LITTLE BROTHER

In a world where some people are born with extreme
and often-feared skills called Graces, Katsa struggles for
redemption from her own horrifying Grace, the Grace of
killing, and teams up with another young fighter to save
their land from a corrupt king.

After being interrogated by the Department of
Homeland Security after a major terrorist attack on San
Francisco, Marcus is released into what is now a police
state and uses his expertise in computer hacking to set
things right.

CITY OF BONES

THE CITY OF EMBER

Suddenly able to see demons and the Darkhunters who
are dedicated to returning them to their own
dimension, fifteen-year-old Clary Fray is drawn into this
bizzare world when her mother disappears and Clary
herself is almost killed by a monster.

In the year 241, twelve-year-old Lina finds part of an
ancient message that she is sure holds a secret to save
her underground city from ruin, but Lina and her friend
Doon must decipher the message before the lights go
out on Ember forever.

THE SUPERNATURALIST

INCARCERON

In futuristic Satellite City, fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill
escapes from his abusive orphanage and teams up with
three other people who share his unusual ability to see
supernatural creatures, and together they determine the
nature and purpose of the swarming blue Parasites that
are invisible to most humans.

Believing he comes from the world outside his vast prison
where inmates survive in dilapidated cities and metal
forests, 17-year-old Finn dreams of escaping when he
finds a crystal key that allows him to communicate with
a girl who believes she can help him escape.

MATCHED

Maurice Gee ----------------------------------------- YA GEE

Kristin Cashore------------------------ YA & TEEN CASHO

The
Hunger
Games
you should try . . .
The abbreviations after the title indicate where the
books can be found:
YA = Young Adult Fiction
TEEN = Teen Room

Books vary in maturity level and
content.
ENCLAVE
Ann Aguirre------------------------------------YA AGUIR
In a post-apocalyptic future, fifteen-year-old Deuce, a
loyal Huntress, brings back meat while avoiding the
Freaks outside her enclave, but when she is partnered
with the mysterious outsider, Fade, she begins to see that
the strict ways of the elders maybe wrong--and
dangerous.

SHIP BREAKER

Paoli Bacigalupi------------------------------YA BACIG
In a futuristic world, teenaged Nailer scavenges copper
wiring from grounded oil tankers for a living, but when he
finds a beached clipper ship with a girl in the wreckage,
he has to decide if he should strip the ship for its wealth
or rescue the girl.

COMPOUND

S.A. Bodeen ---------------------------- YA & TEEN BODEE
After his parents, two sisters, and he have spent six years
in a vast underground compound built by his wealthy
father to protect them from a nuclear holocaust,
fifteen-year-old Eli, whose twin brother and
grandmother were left behind, discovers that his father
has perpetrated a monstrous hoax on them all.

Cassandra Clare ----------------------YA & TEEN CLARE

Eoin Colfer -------------------------------YA & TEEN COLFE

Ally Condie Brathwaite-----------------YA & TEEN CONDE
In the Society, officials decide ... who you love, where
you work, when you die. Cassia has always trusted their
choices. It's hardly any price to pay for a long life, the
perfect job, the ideal mate. So when her best friend
appears on the Matching screen, Cassia knows with
complete certainty that he is the one ... until she sees
another face flash for an instant before the screen fades
to black.

THE MAZE RUNNER

James Dashner --------------------------------- YA DASHN
When Thomas wakes up in the lift, the only thing he can
remember is his first name. His memory is blank. But he’s
not alone. When the lift’s doors open, Thomas finds
himself surrounded by kids who welcome him to the
Glade—a large, open expanse surrounded by stone
walls.

WITHER

Lauren DeStefano-------------------------------YA DESTE
After modern science turns every human into a genetic
time bomb with men dying at age twenty-five and
women dying at age twenty, girls are kidnapped and
married off in order to repopulate the world.

Cory Doctorow ---------------------- YA & TEEN DOCTO

Jeanne DuPrau-------------- YA & TEEN DUPRA, J DUP

Catherine Fisher ------------------------------------ YA FISHE

SALT

Hari, one of the enslaved people from Blood Burrow,
and Pearl, a member of the ruling families known as
Company, forge an unusual alliance and become
reluctant traveling companions, as they undertake a
desperate pilgrimage to save the world from a terror
beyond their greatest imaginings.

EON: DRAGONEYE REBORN

Alison Goodman ---------------------------- YA GOODM
Sixteen-year-old Eon has a dream, and a mission. For
years, he's been studying sword-work and magic,
toward one end. He and his master hope that he will be
chosen as a Dragoneye-an apprentice to one of the
twelve energy dragons of good fortune.

GONE

Michael Grant ------------------------ YA & TEEN GRANT
In a small town on the coast of California, everyone over
the age of fourteen suddenly disappears, setting up a
battle between the remaining town residents and the
students from a local private school, as well as those
who have "The Power" and are able to perform
supernatural feats and those who do not.

GIRL IN THE ARENA

BIRTHMARKED

UNWIND

In Massachusetts, eighteen-year-old Lyn, who has grown
up in the public eye as the daughter of seven gladiators,
wants nothing less than to follow her mother's path, but
her only way of avoiding marriage to the warrior who
killed her last stepfather may be to face him in the
arena.

When her midwife mother is forcibly taken away by the
very people she serves, sixteen-year-old Gaia Stone
starts to question the role of the Enclave and whether it
deserves the loyalty her family has so faithfully given.

In a future world where those between the ages of
thirteen and eighteen can have their lives "unwound"
and their body parts harvested for use by others, three
teens go to extreme lengths to survive until they turn
eighteen.

Lise Haines------------------------------------------ YA HAINE

RASH
Pete Hautman ------------------------ YA & TEEN HAUTM
In the late twenty-first century, Bo, after being falsely
accused of spreading a rash throughout his school, is
sold into forced labor at a pizza factory in the Canadian
tundra where he's promised early parole if he joins an
illegal football team, while, at home, his school project
takes on a life of its own.

EPIC

Conor Kostick ---------------------------- YA & TEEN KOSTI
Knowing that successfully playing the game Epic will
determine the quality of one's life on New Earth, Erik
decides to risk it all to avenge his parents and subvert
the rules of the game, but he ends up coming face-toface with the Committee--the tyrannical rulers of the
land.

I AM NUMBER FOUR

Pittacus Lore-----------------------------YA & TEEN LORE
In rural Ohio, friendships and a beautiful girl prove
distracting to a fifteen-year-old who has hidden on Earth
for ten years waiting to develop the Legacies, or powers,
he will need to rejoin the other six surviving Garde
members and fight the Mogadorians who destroyed
their planet, Lorien.

LEGEND

Marie Lu -------------------------------------------YA LU
In a dark future, when North America has split into two
warring nations, fifteen-year-olds Day, a famous criminal,
and prodigy June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture
him, discover that they have a common enemy.

THE KNIFE OF NEVER LETTING GO

Patrick Ness -------------------------------- YA & TEEN NESS
Todd and Viola are pursued by power-hungry Prentiss
and mad minister Aaron as they set out across New
World, searching for answers about their colony's true
past and seeking a way to warn the ship bringing settlers
from Old World. Look for the sequel Ask and the Answer.

Caragh O’Brien -------------------------------- TEEN OBRIE

DELIRIUM
Lauren Oliver------------------------------YA OLIVE
Lena looks forward to receiving the governmentmandated cure that prevents the delirium of love and
leads to a safe, predictable, and happy life, until ninetyfive days before her eighteenth birthday and her
treatment, when she falls in love.

THE ADORATION OF JENNA FOX

Mary Pearson --------------------------- YA & TEEN PEARS
In the not-so-distant future, when synthetic bodies and
brains are possible but illegal, Jenna Fox, who is
recovering from a serious accident and suffering from
memory lapses, learns a startling secret about her
existence.

LIFE AS WE KNEW IT

Susan Pfeffer ----------------------------- YA & TEEN PFEFF
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda
describes her family's struggle to survive after a meteor
hits the moon, causing worldwide tsunamis,
earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.

UNDER THE NEVER SKY

Veronica Rossi ---------------------------------YA ROSSI
Exiled from her home, the enclosed city of Reverie, Aria
knows her chances of surviving in the outer wasteland-nicknamed The Death Shop--are slim; then she meets an
Outsider named Perry, who is as wild and dangerous as
a savage, and soon learns that he's her only hope.

DIVERGENT

Veronica Roth-----------------------------------YA ROTH
In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must
choose among five predetermined factions to define
her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more
difficult when she discovers that she is an anomaly who
does not fit into any one group, and that the society she
lives in is not perfect after all.

Neal Shusterman --------------------- YA & TEEN SHUSTE

THE SCORPIO RACES

Maggie Stiefvater--------------------------YA STIEF
The Scorpio Races are an annual horserace so intense
and brutal that it has proven deadly for some who
compete. Last year, young Sean Kendrick didn't just
survive the deadly race, he won it, and now he's
returning this year to defend his title. But he may meet
his match with the newest competitor, Puck Connolly,
the first woman to ride in the race.

DAUGHTER OF SMOKE AND BONE

Laini Taylor------------------------------------YA TAYLO
Seventeen-year-old Karou, a lovely, enigmatic art
student in a Prague boarding school, carries a
sketchbook of hideous, frightening monsters--the
chimaerae who form the only family she has ever
known.

VARIANT

Robison E. Wells -----------------------------YA WELLS
After years in foster homes, 17-year-old Benson Fisher
applies to New Mexico's Maxfield Academy in hopes of
securing a brighter future, but instead he finds that the
school is a prison and no one is what he or she seems.

IMPOSSIBLE

Nancy Werlin ---------------------------- YA & TEEN WERLI
Discovering that the women of her family have been
cursed for centuries upon their seventeenth birthday,
Lucy decides to tackle the impossible by completing the
three dangerous tasks necessary to break free from the
spell and rid her family of its madness once and for all.

UGLIES
Scott Westerfield ---------------------------TEEN WESTE
A series of mysterious events and the strange behavior of
a group of their schoolmates convince Lynn and her
best friend, Mouse, that the destructive power of a witch
recently killed in a fire is still very much alive.
______________________________________________________
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